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Where the use of conventional swinging
gates is not feasible due to space
restrictions, Cantilevered Sliding Gates by
Fengate Manufacturing are an easy to
install, ideal solution.

As one of the UK's leading manufacturers of high quality
manual and automatic sliding cantilever gates, Fengate
manufacture in-house to your individual requirements
ensuring the highest level of quality and customer
satisfaction.

We offer a bespoke service from design to manufacture where we
can supply a custom built gate to match existing
fencing/surroundings ensuring that the finished product is exactly
what is required.

The standard tube infills can be replaced by a choice of infill options
including palisade pales, timber panels, solid sheeting and various
mesh panels to integrate perfectly with all fence types.

Why not specify us?

We can supply you with complete technical support
including drawings, diagrams and specifications of
all our products.

Expert Design, Expert Supply

call:

(01283) 815500

The cantilever design means that the gate is supported from one end as it opens and closes, so there is no need for a track
to be fitted across the entrance. With “no track required” installed across the gate opening, a single leaf cantilever gate can
span widths of up to 15m and be installed on uneven ground, over block-paving, grass, gravel or even water.

Supply Features:

Cantilever Gates

The gate glides on two sets of support/guide rollers, fixed to a foundation which is hidden by the main lower beam
extrusion protecting the rollers/base from the elements ensuring a reliable, smooth and virtually silent operation.

Supply or supply & fit

Shot blasting and lead blasting

Phosphate pre-treatment

Local authority, commercial & private properties

Powder coating, fast turnaround
Batchwork large or small

Collection & delivery service

Installation service anywhere in the UK
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